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Introduction 

One of the best works of human imagination is perhaps history.   
 
Naturally, 

from the term's creation, there has never been a lack of earnest attempts to define "history." A certain degree of truth 
may be foundin each description, but it is clear that no definition is exhaustive in and of itself.  Hundreds of historians and thinkers 
have come up with their own meanings for the phrase up to this point.  
 

Although its expression varies, it is generally accepted that history is a form of research or inquiry.  
 

History can be seen as a special type of cognition, similar to religion or natural science, and its nature, aim, method, and 
value can be best understood and addressed by History, as we might assume, describes human actions carried out in the past and is 
based on the interpretation of evidence. Evidence, perhaps, is a collective name for things that individually are known as documents, 
and a document is a thing existing in the present that allows the historian to answer questions he has about historical events by 
thinking about it. While the author of tales starts by knowing something and telling what he knows, history likely starts by asking 
questions concerning actions taken by mankind at specific times in the past. In the past, there may have been an increase of evidence 
intended to help man grasp what man is by telling him. It is possible to speculate that history-proper should have the following four 
basic qualities: 

 
First, it is scientific, and second, it is humanistic, third, that it makes sense and fourth that it reveals itself its own end. 

 
The fact that history as a science was a Greek invention is recorded to this day by its very name.  History, as we all know, is a 

Greek word meaning simply an investigation or inquiry. Herodotus, who uses it the title of his work, thereby makes a literary 
revolution1. Previous writers had been  , writers–down of currents stories: the historian, say How and Wells, ‘sets out to 
find the truth’. It is the use of this word, and its implications, that make Herodotus the father of History. The conversion of legend–
writing into the science of history, perhaps, was not native to the Greek mind, it was a fifth–century invention, and Herodotus was, 
probably, the man who invented it. It is, therefore, apparent that history for Herodotus is humanistic as distinct from either mythical or 
theocratic. He says that his purpose as a scholar is to explain the deeds of men. His end, as he describes it himself, is that these deeds 
shall not be forgotten by posterity. Herodotus, as is evident, doesn't confine his attention to reveal events; he considers these events 
during a completely humanistic manner as actions of masses who had reasons or acting as they did: and therefore, the scholar cares 
with these reasons (Collingwood: 9–17). 

 
It's tough to inform how far we are able to learn the facts of history by learning the chronicles of a selected century, however 

one factor is for certain, that we are able to learn a lot of concerning the century by learning properly the ideas of history that 
determines the character of those chronicles. History is, as is apparent, written as a continuous narrative and integrated by creative 
mind, which Johan Huizinga likes to describe as, ‘an imposition of form upon the past’(5). 

 
The story of development of historiography may be viewed through Renaissance and Reformation as both the movements 

were interested in history though for different reasons. The Renaissance left certain fundamental tenets as justifications for the writing 
and reading of history. 

 
First, Renaissance men so aspired to glory for themselves and their homeland that history naturally proved to be their most 

reliable guide and describes the societal ups and downs. History thus becomes a storehouse of past records. It empowers people to 
move beyond Fortune and become indifferent to it while revealing the whims of Fortune. Thirdly, since human nature is more or less 
immutable, and similar causes produce similar effects, the valid conception remained the event that can be expected to occur 
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subsequently in the order of people more precisely. He advocated putting "appropriate utterances ... to convey the general meaning of 
what was actually said in the characters' mouths (576).  

 
Aristotle and Sidney offer two plausible justifications for authors' distortion of historical facts. Aristotle believes that reality 

should be used as the basis for drama. All reality is usually believed. Only credible facts should be used in period dramas. When a 
historical situation seems improbable to an audience, Aristotle encourages 'inventing' a situation that looks plausible without being 
'literally accurate' (Lemon: 155). According to Sidney, such inventions are the author's moral obligation. In his opinion, the author's 
primary duty is to portray an ideal world in which moral laws determine the fate of the characters and every detail is designed to 
improve the reader. It is clear that he did not advocate a lesson. He believed that literature should reflect the moral code. Rather, both 
Aristotle and Sidney argue that historical accuracy as a literary determinant should not take precedence over another possible literary 
determinant. 

 
Following in Lathrop's footsteps, Barclay explains that history shows that the laws of God and men are upheld, the vices and 

demons of man are corrected, and the virtues and virtuous men are rewarded and exalted. And he added that reading stories seems to 
help people know and downplay the fleeting joys and misery of an uncertain life. According to Amiot2 stories are the best teachers, for 
"history is the ordered record of remarkable things done or happened in the past, maintaining a constant memory of them and serving 
as a lesson for the future" (Lathrop: 81- 84). Blandeville supports the reformist theory of history by bolstering divine providence 
holistically, stating: 
 

"History must be made of acts committed by or against public vices, and such acts are either acts of war or peace, or riots and 
conspiracies." B 1-2).History, in his view3, is only a chronicle, the life of those who can offer exemplary honesty by following virtues 
and avoiding vices. It is important to note that an approach to biographical research should be done with the full awareness that a 
person's destiny is controlled by external forces or destinies, and by his own personality. 

 
We all know that history as a dramatic genre became popular in the late 16th century. In the age of , while discussing 

Shakespeare's historical dramas, S.T. Coleridge gave the definition that justifies the genre: it therefore takes the least known parts of 
actual history, infuses the bare facts with important and organizational principles and assembles them all into a living whole" (160-
161). 

In his opinion, historical drama is primarily a patriotic dramatic genre. But Schelling was the first to realize that historical 
drama is more closely related to historical literature than to drama's other truths. was However, he recognized his two groups of 
historical works in his : those dealing with history and historical figures, and those dealing with legendary history, or at least more or 
less conscious literary works from history containing deviations (Schelling: 297-351).  He categorized them into mixed-type plays, 
biographical plays, tragic stories, romantic treatments of history, and national sentiment and philosophical. 

 
History, like any other literary genre, could not withstand criticism or the personal sentiments of its famous critics. Cicero put 

his historical claims in philosophy and poetry. But a summary of the book De Orator4 helps put this dramatic genre in a favorable 
light. Accounts receivable can be classified as follows: 1. Historians should tell the truth without prejudice or malice. 2. You need a 
well-organized story with puns. 3. Only valid events and documents should be logged. 4. Individual key players should be described in 
detailed and stylish language. To justify his claims, Cicero cited the example of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Callisthenes, 
Timaeus - representatives of the rhetorical school of history. But according to Aristotle's poetics5, the difference between a historian 
and a poet does not lie in the fact that one wrote prose and the other poetry. In his view, it would not have given us any flavor. Poetry 
is more philosophical and important than history, so it is possible that poetry, as it is today, remained a kind of history. In another 
context, Aristotle explained that drama, like epic poetry, is based on a single complete action. 

 
On the contrary, History deals with periods. The number of simultaneous but unrelated inclusions is by no means important. 

Among other Renaissance writers (Aristotle and Cicero), Quintilian made a direct statement on historical literature. In his opinion, 
stories have a certain affinity for poetry and can be viewed as a kind of prose poetry, but they are written for narrative purposes rather 
than evidence, and are written to have immediate effect from beginning to end and not designed to record the event for posterity and to 
win the fame for its author. However, in order to avoid the monotony of the narrative, "it is sometimes permissible to embellish 
digressions with the grace of the narrative" (21). He was clearly in favor of presenting historical narratives as statements of actual fact. 
History thus made Renaissance men aware of the usefulness of history and provided a model for historiography. Most importantly, 
they influenced the conception of history as a proper form of creative writing, as opposed to the idea of history as a series of records. 
Along with poetry and philosophy as one of the three parts of learning (fol.10v). He divided history into his three main streams. 
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Again, he subdivided the performance history into three further groups intended to represent time, person, and action, and accordingly 
chronicles, life and narratives, or relations (fol. 11r). 
 

Roger Ascham probably had a real view of More's place in the history of British historiography.  According to his analysis, 
history for literary purposes can be judged as follows: i. Not to write anything wrong. ii. Be brave and speak the truth. iii. Make every 
effort to point out causes, advice, actions and problems. IV. Each question is meant to write down some general lessons of wisdom 
and caution for future-like problems. v. [Be careful] like he who really follows the order of time.vi. [to explain] both the position of 
the place and the nature of the person, not only in the external form of the body, but also in the internal arrangement of the mind… 
(Campbell: 31). This attitude of mind probably provided the necessary reorientation for the story to become a literary genre. 

 
The defense of the historical poetry depicted in the historical drama was probably provided by Thomas Heywood6 who 

eventually expanded the story beyond the national level. It was probably the first to suggest that it represented a "literary revolution" 
(589). Schelling subsequently denounced the term again in a contemporary European setting, attempting to establish that British 
chronicle drama had a closer relationship to historical literature, rich in poetry and prose, than other types of drama. As we understand 
it, logic alone may not be enough reason to consider story games a separate genre from comedy and tragedy. We may assume that it is 
still a drama, but we cannot understand it by studying its theatrical techniques alone. Instead, it can be studied more as an art form that 
selects and uses its subject matter for the purpose universally granted as most suitable. 
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